big data
ad-hoc compute
mathematics
data science
first principle
scientific experiments
mathematics
questions / answers
access
story

EXPERIMENTATION
is
ESSENTIAL
(DON'T BE AFRAID TO FAIL)
people
hierarchy
silo
**hierarchy**

One-Way
Concerned with Being Right
Follows the Manual
Love to Avoid Mistakes
Reliability
Orchestra Model
Community in Harmony
Wants to be Right
Open to Limited Feedback
Sustaining Order
Closed System

**heterarchy**

Interactive
Concerned with Being Real
Improvises when Appropriate
Loves to Learn from Mistakes
Validity
Jazz Ensemble
Community in Conversation
Hopes to be Right
Open to Unlimited Critique
Taking Risks
Open System
the network is more powerful than the node
reward of creating knowledge
context

(communication)
navigate
FIN

@datasmiple